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Abstract

An increasing number of projects have examined the perceptual magnitude of visible artifacts in animated motion.

These studies have been performed using a mix of character types, from detailed human models to abstract geo-

metric objects such as spheres. We explore the extent to which character morphology influences user sensitivity

to errors in a fixed set of ballistic motions replicated on three different character types. We find user sensitivity

responds to changes in error type or magnitude in a similar manner regardless of character type, but that users

display a higher sensitivity to some types of errors when these errors are displayed on more human-like charac-

ters. Further investigation of those error types suggests that being able to observe a period of preparatory motion

before the onset of ballistic motion may be important. However, we found no evidence to suggest that a mismatch

between the preparatory phase and the resulting ballistic motion was responsible for the higher sensitivity to

errors that was observed for the most humanlike character.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional

Graphics and Realism

1. Introduction

A substantial body of recent work has examined the prob-

lem of quantifying the perceptual magnitude of errors in an-

imated motion. While data on a variety of errors and sce-

narios has been generated, these results come from studies

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: A selection of the character types used in re-

cent perceptual studies of animation. (a) O’Sullivan et al.

[ODGK03] (b) Reitsma and Pollard [RP03] (c) Harrison et

al. [HRvdP04] (d) O’Sullivan and Dingliana [OD01]

using a wide array of different character types, from human

figures of varying realism to abstract geometric objects such

as circles (Figure 1). Unfortunately, the character differences

make comparing results between these studies very difficult,

as the interaction between character type and user sensitivity

to error is largely unknown.

There is some evidence that improved graphical quality of

animations may increase the ability of users to detect anoma-

lous motions (e.g., [SW93] [HOT98] [OHJ00] [HB00]). In

particular, Hodgins and her colleagues [HOT98] demon-

strated that subjects are more sensitive to motion changes

displayed on polygonal humanoid characters as compared to

humanoid characters formed by stick figures. The reason for

this difference is unknown, however; one hypothesis is that

the more realistic polygonal character allows greater sensi-

tivity than the simpler and more abstract stick figure.

We explore this hypothesis, considering the extreme dif-

ference between a human character and a sphere. In particu-

lar, we ask whether the findings of previous researchers are
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Figure 2: An example of one of the ballistic motions used in our user studies, depicted on two of the characters used: a human

figure (top) and a cannonball (bottom) which followed the same center of mass trajectory. The second frame is the takeoff point

where the character transitions into ballistic motion.

Figure 3: The set of characters employed in our user stud-

ies. Left two characters were used in the first study; right two

characters were used in the second study.

replicated or contradicted in the case of ballistic motion.

Consider a human character and a sphere, both of which

undergo ballistic motion with identical center of mass tra-

jectories (Figure 2). Intuitively, one might expect that errors

in the ballistic trajectory would be easier to detect with the

ball “character”, due to the simplicity of its motion and the

lack of distractions such as limb motion. Our familiarity with

human motion, though, makes humans very skillful at de-

tecting anomalies in human motion, suggesting that perhaps

subjects would draw on their experience to display greater

sensitivity to errors in the trajectory of the human charac-

ter. Without some knowledge of how sensitivity to errors

varies with character type, our ability to compare and ex-

ploit the results of studies performed on different characters

is limited. Indeed, neuroimaging studies (e.g., [GDP∗00]

[PMM∗03]) suggest that different regions of the brain are

active when observing coherent motion deemed biological

or non-biological, suggesting that there may be fundamental

and irreconcilable differences between user perceptions of

animated motion in complex human characters and in sim-

ple, abstract objects such as spheres.

In this paper, we explore ballistic motions derived from

human motion captured jumps. We add errors of three vari-

eties, motivated by the types of errors that arise during mo-

tion editing and transitions between motions: a quick change

in vertical velocity during the flight phase; a quick change

in horizontal velocity (in the direction of the jump) dur-

ing the flight phase; and a change in apparent gravity over

the entire flight phase. We present full human body motion

through a human character, and identical center of mass mo-

tion through a spherical object (Figure 3). Our primary mo-

tivation is to answer three questions:

1. Does a difference in user ability to detect added errors

exist between realistic human characters and simple, ab-

stract characters for the particular case of ballistic mo-

tion?

2. If a difference does exist, is it consistent? i.e., are the per-

ceptual characteristics of motion on one character type

reliably predictable from the perceptual characteristics of

motion on the other character type?

3. If there is a consistent difference, how much and in what

direction? i.e., are changes to ballistic motion easier to

detect on a simple, abstract character on or a realistic hu-

man character?

Additionally, we examine potential underlying causes for

the observed differences. In particular, we explore the effect

of displaying a preparatory motion for the ball, as shown in

Figure 6.

In summary, we find no difference in user ability to de-

tect horizontal or vertical velocity errors regardless of char-

acter type, but we find that changes in the level of gravity

are easier to detect with a human character than with a ball

character. The sensitivity difference was smaller if a prepara-

tory motion for the ball was displayed then when it was not;

however, subjects were significantly more sensitive to mo-

tion of the human character in both cases. Perhaps surpris-

ingly, there was no evidence to suggest that sensitivity was

affected by a mismatch (a different gravitational constant)

between the preparatory motion and the ballistic motion of

the ball. In other words, it did not appear to matter whether

the preparatory motion was consistent with the ballistic mo-

tion, only that a preparatory motion was present.

2. Background

A number of researchers have examined the perceptual mag-

nitude of errors in motion. Most have examined the phe-

nomenon using geometric objects such as circles or dots
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(e.g., [Mic63] [Coh64] [Run74] [SW93] [OD01]), spheres

and rigid bodies [ODGK03], or two-link chains [HRvdP04],

although recently some researchers have looked at human

characters [RP03] [WB03] [WB04] [RPE∗05].

Researchers have also examined the effects on user per-

ception of differences in character model or animation. Hod-

gins et al. [HOT98] showed that subjects are more sensitive

to differences between pairs of motions when those motions

are displayed on a polygonal character rather than a stick

figure character; similarly, Chaminade et al. [CHK07] found

that subject ability to discriminate between biological and

non-biological motion was impaired when that motion was

displayed on a character that was a cloud of points rather

than a polygonal model character or even a character built

up out of ellipses. Stappers and Waller [SW93] noted that

more complex visual stimuli, such as more droplets in an

animated fountain, made users more sensitive to depth esti-

mation in a virtual scene. Oesker et al. [OHJ00] showed that

greater detail and realism in the animation of soccer-playing

humanoids allowed subjects to more accurately gauge the

skill with which the humanoids were playing. All of these

experiments indicate that character complexity can affect our

ability to make judgements about motion; however, the ef-

fect of character differences on user sensitivity to physical

errors in character motion has not yet been examined.

It is generally acknowledged that people perform poorly

on abstract physical reasoning tasks [Pro99], although ani-

mation has been shown to improve performance [KPWH92].

Hecht and Bertamini [HB00] showed that subjects have a

poor innate understanding of ballistic motion and were tol-

erant of substantial errors in ballistic trajectory for anima-

tions of thrown balls, including added accelerations and

decelerations. Neuroimaging studies (e.g., [GDP∗00] and

[PMM∗03]), however, make it unclear whether the findings

of Hecht et al. on simple projectiles apply to recognizably-

human characters, although Chaminade et al. [CHK07] do

not find a consistent difference in brain activity between

character types.

Reitsma and Pollard [RP03] examined user sensitivity to

errors in the ballistic phase of motion captured human jump-

ing motions. We adopt identical techniques to examine the

sensitivity differences of subjects to errors in motions dis-

played on rigid bodies vs. humanoid characters. As with

their approach, we use detection theory [MC91] to convert

rating data to sensitivity measures.

3. Study 1: Effect of Character Animacy on Error

Sensitivity

Our first study was designed to answer our three core ques-

tions:

1. Are errors in ballistic motion more apparent with realistic

human characters or with simple sphere "characters"?

2. If a difference does exist, is it consistent?

3. If there is a consistent difference, how much and in what

direction?

We selected the experimental methodology of Reitsma

and Pollard [RP03] for our experiment; one benefit of this

choice was the ability to compare our two character models

(realistic and abstract; see Figure 3) to their semi-realistic

character model (Figure 1(b)), enhancing the discriminatory

power of our experiment.

Our two characters, a simple ball and a human model,

were chosen to represent two extremes in the range of possi-

ble characters, the ball being one of the simplest possible

characters, with no moving parts, and the human being a

complex, but intuitively understood, character.

Participants: Participants were obtained by university-wide

advertising. 9 women and 13 men ranging in age from 18 to

33 successfully completed the study; four additional partici-

pants did not follow instructions and were excluded from the

analysis.

Participants were excluded based on whether their re-

sponses on the exit questionnaire clearly revealed that they

had not followed instructions. The most common reason for

exclusion was a failure to follow the instruction that anima-

tions were to be judged based on their appearance while the

character was in the air; for example, one participant was

excluded for indicating that they based some of their deci-

sions on how the human character behaved after finishing

the landing phase of its jump.

Stimuli: Participants were shown animations of two charac-

ters – a textured human character and a spherical cannonball

– undergoing ballistic motion. All animations were shown in

the same rendering style, with the same (fixed) camera con-

figuration (Figure 2), with the character beginning the mo-

tion at the same position and jumping in the same direction

each time. Shadows were rendered, and a small amount of

motion blur was added. These parameters were chosen so as

to make this user study as comparable as possible to the stud-

ies performed by Reitsma and Pollard [RP03], as were other

details of our experimental setup, such as user study con-

ditions, participant instructions, camera angle, and apparent

character size.

Animations of human jumping motions were created as

stimuli using seven source motions, which were modified

with three error varieties and three error magnitudes as listed

in Table 1. Horizontal and vertical errors were created by

smoothly adding the indicated level of velocity to the root

of the character over a 0.1s time window starting 0.1s after

the beginning of the ballistic phase of motion. Gravity errors

were created by altering the level of gravity over the entire

ballistic phase of the motion. For motions whose ballistic

phase changed duration due to the added error, the non-root

motion of the character was timewarped to fit the new dura-

tion of the ballistic phase, with linear interpolation between
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Error Error Magnitude

Variety Small Medium Large

Horizontal ± 0.45m/s ± 0.73m/s ± 1.10m/s

Vertical ± 0.45m/s ± 0.73m/s ± 1.10m/s

Gravity ± 1.70m/s2 ± 2.70m/s2 ± 4.00m/s2

Table 1: Error magnitudes used for our first user study.

values at adjacent frames used to resample joint poses as

needed. In all cases, character root velocity at the end of

the ballistic phase was edited via displacement splines to

match the root landing velocity in the original motion cap-

ture. These displacement splines were extended as far back

into the ballistic motion as possible to avoid presenting a

second source of perceptible errors. Source motions and er-

ror treatments were identical to those used in Reitsma and

Pollard [RP03].

Motions for the ball character consisted of three parts

linked together in a C1-continuous manner, corresponding

to the takeoff, ballistic, and landing phases of the jumps per-

formed by the human character. The takeoff phase for the

ball consisted of smooth linear acceleration from a fully-

hidden position inside the cannon’s barrel to the point where

the ball was half-emerged from the mouth of the cannon

(first and second frame respectively of Figure 2). The ball

then entered its ballistic phase, and followed the center of

mass trajectory of the human character performing that mo-

tion (frames three through five of Figure 2). Finally, the

frame where the human character’s feet touch the ground

marks the beginning of the landing phase; during this phase,

the ballistic motion of the ball was extended by continuing

its motion at constant gravitational acceleration until it en-

tered a basket placed on the ground plane and disappeared

from view (last two frames of Figure 2). In order to pro-

vide scale cues, the human character was placed beside the

cannon, and remained motionless throughout the animation

(Figure 3).

Procedure. Participants were told they would see two types

of animated motions: a human jumping, or a ball traveling

through similar arcs. They were given some background in-

formation on how motion capture data is created. Partici-

pants were told that half of the motions had errors, that er-

rors were similar in each of the two types of animations, and

that errors occurred during the flight phase of a motion.

Participants were then shown a training set of 24 motions,

consisting of each of the two characters (human and ball)

being used to display the same 12 representative animations.

They were told that half contained errors but were not told

which specific motions in this training set contained errors.

Source motions for each error treatment were chosen at ran-

dom, and the presentation order of the full set of 24 ani-

mations was randomly permuted. This training set allowed

users to see motions with errors of all detectability levels, al-

lowing them to calibrate their use of the 0–9 scale and make

use of the full range of available responses. Not only did

this help prevent a learning effect from skewing the initial

responses, using the full range of the scale provides greater

separation of the data, and hence more information on the

sensitivity of the participant.

Each error treatment was shown on two different source

motions, for 36 unique error-containing trials. The original

source motion for each of these trials was also included,

bringing the total to 72 motions. Finally, each motion was

displayed on each of the two characters, for a total of 144

test motions. The order of presentation of the 144 animations

was randomly permuted, and then split into four blocks of 36

trials for display purposes.

All motions were placed on DVD in movie format and

played on a commercial DVD player, as that appeared to

minimize playback hitches compared to playback from ei-

ther a video file on computer or from a DVD in a computer

DVD drive. Six DVDs were used, each with a different ran-

dom assignment of source motions to error treatments, and

each with a unique permutation of presentation order for the

resulting animations. Each DVD was seen by between 3 and

5 subjects.

Stimuli were presented on a projection screen in a small

conference room. Participants were instructed to categorize

each motion as either “no error (unchanged)” or “error” and

mark their level of confidence in their answer using a rating

scale that ranged from 0 (most confident an error is present)

through 9 (most confident an error is not present). Partici-

pants categorized training motions as well as test motions,

but the data from the training motions was not used for any

analyses.

At the end of the study, participants were asked to describe

their experience in the study of motion, including involve-

ment in sports, dance, video games, etc.

3.1. Detection Theory

As motion capture data provides only a lossy approximation

of the original human motion, all user judgements will be in-

herently subjective. Accordingly, substantial response bias is

possible; for example, one respondent might think all motion

captured data looks poor, and hence rate all motions with a

low score, whereas another respondent might like animated

motion and tend to rate all motions highly. Unless taken into

account by the analysis technique, such between-subject dif-

ferences would dilute the findings of the experiment.

As noted by Reitsma and Pollard [RP03], detection the-

ory [MC91] can be used to derive a bias-independent mea-

sure of a user’s ability to detect errors in an animated motion.

The method takes into account the difference between how

frequently the subject correctly labelled a motion as contain-
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ing an error (hit rate H) and how frequently the subject incor-

rectly labelled an unchanged motion as containing an error

(false alarm rate F). For the simplest experimental design (a

yes/no response), a subject’s sensitivity (d) to errors would

be computed as:

d = z(H)− z(F) (1)

where z is the inverse of the normal distribution function.

For example, a hit rate of 75% and a false alarm rate of 25%

corresponds to a sensitivity of 1.35, as does a hit rate of 90%

coupled with a false alarm rate of just over 47%. These two

examples of how to obtain a sensitivity of 1.35 demonstrate

the bias-independent nature of detection theory: as sensitiv-

ity is computed based on the relative distribution of the par-

ticipant’s responses rather than on the raw distribution, fac-

tors which will systematically bias the responses, such as

participant reaction to the quality of the animation, are auto-

matically factored out.

A similar approach allows sensitivity levels to be com-

puted from rating data (intuitively, a high mean rating cor-

responds to a high hit rate and high false alarm rate; see

[MC91] for details).

3.2. Study 1 Results

Figure 4 shows mean sensitivities for all error varieties and

directions for both characters used in our first user study. The

plots show the mean sensitivities of motions at each mag-

nitude of added error, including unchanged motions. Mean

values from Reitsma and Pollard’s 2003 paper [RP03] are

plotted for comparison, and are directly comparable.

We used the residual maximum likelihood (REML)

method (see [PT71] [CS76]) to analyze the per-subject sen-

sitivity values (computed as per [MC91]) with 3 error levels

x 2 character types (human and ball) x 3 error varieties x 2

error directions. This technique was chosen due to our use of

a mixed model with subject ID as a random effect; this de-

sign allowed inter-subject variability to be taken into account

more explicitly. All error varieties could be detected with

P < 0.01, and no effect of experience (F(1,736) = 1.88,P =
0.17) or gender (F(1,736) = 0.56,P = 0.46) was found.

We found that error type affected perceptual differences

between different characters:

(1) Subjects found gravity errors easier to detect with hu-

man characters than with ball characters

F(1,233) = 5.98,P = 0.015

(2) Subjects displayed no significant difference in ability

to detect either horizontal or vertical errors regardless of

whether human characters or ball characters were used

F(1,233) = 2.03,P = 0.16 and F(1,233) = 0.002,P = 0.97,

respectively

Our study gave very comparable overall results to the

studies reported by Reitsma and Pollard [RP03]. Our study

confirmed the three main effects found in their work:

(RP1) Subjects found added acceleration easier to detect

than added deceleration

Human: F(1,238) = 44.33,P = 0.001

Ball: F(1,238) = 15.85,P < 0.001

(RP2) Subjects found low gravity easier to detect than

high gravity

Human: F(1,107) = 32.48,P < 0.001

Ball: F(1,107) = 13.09,P < 0.001

(RP3) Subjects found errors in horizontal velocities eas-

ier to detect than errors in vertical velocities

Human: F(1,238) = 20.13,P < 0.001

Ball: F(1,238) = 25.57,P < 0.001

Sensitivity to horizontal and vertical errors did not dif-

fer significantly between the studies (F(1,53) = 1.64,P =
0.20). Sensitivity to gravity errors did not differ significantly

between the previous study and our study’s human character

(F(1,31) = 3.58,P = 0.068) or between the previous study

and our study’s ball character (F(1,31) = 3.82,P = 0.060).

This result is especially interesting in light of the substan-

tial difference between our human and ball characters (main

effect 1); one possible explanation is that perhaps the rough

human figure used by Reitsma and Pollard may have been

“perceptually in between” our realistic human character and

simple ball character.

4. Study 2: Effect of Preparatory Motion

Study 1 identified no significant difference in user sensitiv-

ity between character types for the case of vertical or hor-

izontal velocity perturbations, but did identify a substantial

difference for the case of changes to gravity over the en-

tire ballistic phase of the motion (see Section 3.2). The goal

of our second study was to investigate possible mechanisms

responsible for this difference. In particular, our intent was

to control for possible sources of systematic bias in the ex-

perimental design to narrow down what factors caused the

observed difference. Possible sources of systematic bias in-

clude:

1. Mismatch between preparatory and ballistic motion only

for the human character.

2. Signalling of landing position only for the ball character.

3. Inherent scale cues only for the human character.

In Study 2, we correct these three differences and further

investigate the first of these differences as a possible cause

of the results in Study 1.

In Study 1, human character animation contained more

information in the form of preparatory motion. In particu-

lar, the “apparent effort” of a human preparing for a jump

could be observed in the human motions, whereas the ball
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Figure 4: Mean sensitivities for all errors from both characters used in the first study, as well as the character from Reitsma

and Pollard [RP03]. Error bars show standard error of the mean.

Figure 5: An example of the preparatory and ballistic motion seen in our second user study. The character transitions to

ballistic motion just prior to frame 3.

displayed no “preparatory motion”, as it was launched from

a cannon. A mismatch between the perceived effort and the

actual height or distance of a jump was hypothesized to ex-

plain the difference in sensitivity.

To test this hypothesis, in the new study, the ball charac-

ter was given preparatory motion; i.e., shown rolling along

a launch ramp before undergoing ballistic motion (Figure

5). Though a number of different launch devices, such as a

spring, a rubber band, or a ‘pushing rod,’ could be used to

explain the ball’s launch velocity, rolling the ball down the

ramp without introducing any external launch devices was

chosen as the clearest, simplest method for generating the

preparatory motion. In particular, it did not introduce any

additional moving parts to the animation, and the correct ef-

fect of gravity may be intuitively understood.

To remove the second identified source of bias, both hu-

man and ball characters had their landing points marked in

a similar manner (a manhole cover for the human to land on

and an equivalent-sized hole for the ball to vanish into). Fi-

nally, we addressed the question of inherent scale cues by

using a new ball character with the size and textured appear-

ance of a basketball (see Figure 6). As with the first experi-

ment, the human character was positioned beside the launch

apparatus to provide additional scale cues.

Participants: Participants were obtained by university-wide

advertising. 9 women and 10 men ranging in age from 18

to 32 successfully completed the study; three additional sub-

jects were excluded from the analysis due to hardware fail-

ure during their session.

Stimuli: Participants were shown animations of two char-

acters – a textured human character and a textured spheri-

cal ball – undergoing preparatory and then ballistic motion.

The experimental setup was similar to the previous study,

but was changed to accommodate the launch ramp and larger

error magnitudes (Table 2); accordingly, character textures,

camera angle, and camera distance from the characters had

slightly different (fixed) values.

This study used the same source ballistic motions as the

previous study, and applied gravity errors in the same man-
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Figure 6: Experimental setup used to display preparatory

motion for the ball character in the second study. The ball

rolls along the launch ramp under either the correct gravi-

tational force or under a gravitational force consistent with

the following ballistic motion.

Error Error Magnitude

Direction Small Medium Large

Decreased ± 2.7m/s2 ± 4.0m/s2 ± 5.5m/s2

Increased ± 3.4m/s2 ± 5.4m/s2 ± 8.0m/s2

Table 2: Gravity error magnitudes used for our second user

study. Magnitudes were based on pretesting with the new ex-

perimental setup.

ner; prior to undergoing ballistic motion, three cases of

preparatory motion were used:

• Correct: the ball accelerated according to normal gravity

(i.e., 9.8m/s2).

• Consistent: the ball accelerated according to the level of

gravity present in the ballistic motion.

• Hidden: the ball could not be seen prior to ballistic mo-

tion.

The Correct case corresponds to the situation for the human

character: since the human is animated using the untouched

motion capture data during the takeoff phase of the jump, it

is subject to the correct level of gravity during that takeoff,

resulting in an acceleration mismatch between preparatory

and ballistic motion. By contrast, the Consistent case has no

mismatch between the level of gravity experienced by the

ball during preparatory and ballistic motion; gravity is con-

sistent through all phases of the motion. Finally, the Hidden

case corresponds to the cannonball character from the first

study, as the preparatory motion can not be seen.

Procedure:

Participants were given similar instructions to the previ-

ous study, were shown 20 representative training examples,

and then were shown 144 test motions. The experimental ap-

paratus (projection screen, DVD playback, response sheets,

etc.) was identical to the previous study. Each test consisted

Figure 7: Mean sensitivities for all character types used

in our second study. Error bars show standard error of the

mean.

of 36 unique motions – 3 examples of each error treatment

shown on three different source motions, plus the corre-

sponding error-free motions – displayed on each of the four

characters, for a total of 144 test motions. The order of pre-

sentation of the 144 animations was randomly permuted, and

then split into four blocks of 36 trials for display purposes.

Four DVDs were used, each with a different random as-

signment of source motions to error treatments, and each

with a unique permutation of presentation order for the re-

sulting animations. Each DVD was seen by between 4 and 5

subjects.

4.1. Study 2 Results

Figure 7 shows mean sensitivities for all character types and

both directions used in our second user study. Results are

broken out by small, medium, and large error levels.

As with the first experiment, we used the REML method

to analyze the per-subject sensitivity values, with 3 error lev-

els x 4 character treatments x 2 error directions. All error va-

rieties could be detected with P < 0.01 except for increased

gravity errors in the Hidden case, and no effect of experi-

ence (F(1,418) = 0.25,P = 0.62) or gender (F(1,418) =
0.21,P = 0.65) was found.
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The second study produced three main effects:

(1) Subjects found gravity errors easier to detect when

displayed on a human character with preparatory mo-

tion than when displayed on a ball character with

preparatory motion.

F(1,426) = 5.58,P = 0.019.

(2) Subjects found increased gravity errors displayed on

ball characters easier to detect when shown preparatory

motion than when they were shown no preparatory mo-

tion

F(1,336) = 6.01,P = 0.015.

(3) Subjects showed no significant difference in sensitiv-

ity when preparatory motion for the ball character was

computed with normal gravity or with gravity consistent

with the (altered) ballistic phase of the motion.

F(1,222) = 0.41,P = 0.52.

In addition to the first main effect, relating the Consis-

tent and Correct cases of the ball character to the human

case, subjects also found errors easier to detect on the human

than on the ball in the Hidden case (F(1,227) = 18.94,P <
0.001). Sensitivity to the human character was significantly

different from sensitivity to any case of the ball character

(Student’s t = 1.97, α = 0.05). Sensitivity was significantly

higher to decreased gravity on the human character than on

any other condition, and was significantly lower to increased

gravity in the Hidden case than for any other condition, but

there was insufficient data to further discriminate between

{Type x Direction} conditions.

5. Discussion

In these studies, we measured sensitivity of human subjects

to errors in animated ballistic human and ball motion. We

found that changes in the level of gravity were easier to de-

tect with a human character than with a ball character, but

that there was no significant difference in sensitivity between

human characters and ball characters for horizontal or ver-

tical errors. Similarly, we found that changes in the level of

gravity displayed on a ball character were easier to detect

when shown preparatory motion, but that the correctness of

the preparatory motion did not make a significant difference,

and showing the preparatory motion did not erase the sensi-

tivity difference between human and ball characters.

Based on these results, we can address our motivating

questions from Section 1:

1. Does a difference exist?

2. Is the difference consistent?

3. In which direction is the difference?

Our results indicate that perceptual differences exist be-

tween the sensitivity of users to changes in motions dis-

played on abstract ball or realistic human characters, but

only for some types of changes. For our case of ballistic

motion, the sensitivity of users to local perturbations in the

horizontal or vertical center of mass velocity did not differ

between the characters tested; i.e., the difference was con-

sistent, and approximately zero. This result stands in appar-

ent conflict with the results of Hodgins et al. [HOT98] and

Chaminade et al. [CHK07], and further research is needed to

understand under what circumstances character type will af-

fect our ability to judge the realism of motion. One possible

explanation is that simple and abrupt changes to the char-

acter’s root motion, as may result from splicing and editing

operations, may be less influenced by character type than

the more complex motion modifications explored in those

two prior studies. Indeed, anecdotal evidence from our post-

study questionnaire suggested that subjects tended to detect

horizontal and vertical errors via direct observation of their

effects, whereas gravity errors, which had less abrupt and

more complex effects, were detected via observation of their

effect on the overall character of the motion.

Changes in the level of gravity did result in significantly

different levels of sensitivity for the different characters.

This difference in user sensitivity between characters was

consistent for decreases in gravity, with subjects showing

approximately twice the sensitivity to decreased gravity dis-

played on the human character as on the ball character. By

contrast, the sensitivity difference between characters was

not consistent for increases in gravity, with sensitivity on the

more realistic character appearing to rise much more rapidly

with large error magnitudes.

Our second study examined the differences in sensitivity

to altered gravity in more detail, removing several possible

sources of bias and testing the hypothesis that the higher sen-

sitivity found in the first study for the human character is

explained by a mismatch between preparatory motion and

subsequent ballistic motion; in essence, that the apparent ef-

fort of the character was often too much or too little for the

magnitude of the following jump.

Our results showed that the presence and correctness of

preparatory motion made no difference for user sensitiv-

ity to decreased gravity displayed on the ball character. All

cases of preparatory motion resulted in perceptual magni-

tudes which were lower than for the human character by

roughly 30%; however, the sensitivity difference varied sub-

stantially from that mean difference in the case where the

preparatory motion was hidden.

By contrast, each preparatory motion treatment of the ball

character resulted in qualitatively different user sensitivities

for increased gravity errors. The ball displayed with prepara-

tory motion consistent with its ballistic motion showed the

same pattern as before: user sensitivity consistently lower

than the human character by roughly 30%. However, despite

the lack of significant difference in sensitivity between the

two types of preparatory motion, there was a qualitative dif-

ference for increased gravity. User sensitivity to the ball dis-
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played with “correct” preparatory motion (i.e., whose grav-

ity was always 9.8m/s2 regardless of gravity during the bal-

listic phase) resulted in perceptual magnitudes for the gravity

increases which did not differ by a consistent amount from

the results for the human character, but which were qualita-

tively similar to those for the cannonball in the first study:

i.e., relatively high sensitivity to medium errors as compared

to sensitivity to small and large errors.

Finally, users had no sensitivity to increased gravity er-

rors displayed on the ball character whose preparatory mo-

tion was hidden. One likely factor contributing to this lack of

sensitivity is that motions with increased gravity and hidden

preparatory motion were visible for only a brief time; when

gravity was increased by the maximum amount, the longest

of these motions was visible for 20% less time than the short-

est motion for which preparatory motion was shown. There

is no indication from the results, however, that difference

in motion duration between trials within a single error treat-

ment has an effect on the score assigned by subjects. The raw

source motions had flight phase durations which differed by

up to 20%, but no effect of flight phase duration was found

among the scores given to error-free motions in the second

study as a whole (F(1,2718) = 1.40,P = 0.24), or to mo-

tions whose preparatory motion was hidden (F(1,679) =
0.01,P = 0.92). Accordingly, it appears as though raw du-

ration of a motion may not fully explain the low user sensi-

tivity to errors in cases with hidden preparatory motion.

In all cases, user sensitivity to gravity errors displayed

on the human character was significantly higher than user

sensitivity to errors displayed on the ball character, suggest-

ing factors other than those controlled for in the second ex-

periment must account for a significant portion of the dif-

ference. One possibility is that because gravity errors cor-

respond to incorrect behavior over the entire jump, rather

than a localized disruption, subjects’ greater familiarity with

human jumping motion than ball trajectories would account

for the difference, especially because it is known that hu-

mans have a poor intuitive sense for the physics of the bal-

listic trajectories of simple objects such as balls [HB00].

Another possibility is that because a change in the force

of gravity corresponds to timescaling of the jump, the ani-

mated motions of the limbs and head of the human charac-

ter offered additional information that was not present in the

ball character. Stappers and Waller [SW93] note that richer

stimuli improved accuracy and reliability in using the free

fall of objects under gravity to estimate visual depth, sug-

gesting that the additional information offered by the limbs

of the human character may have improved user results in

our experiment. They also note how observed gravity can

vary with perceived scale and distance, suggesting the pos-

sibility that the human jumping innately embodies a sense

of scale, whereas subjects may have some freedom to in-

terpret the size and distance of the cannonball to suit the

observed motion, notwithstanding the human figure placed

beside the cannon and the use of a clearly identified basket-

ball for the spherical object in the second study. Finally, it is

worth noting that observing biological motion engages our

mirror neurons [GDP∗00] [PMM∗03] – allowing us to inter-

nally mimic an observed motion – in a way non-biological

motion does not. One speculative but interesting possibility

is that this neurological difference makes humans inherently

more sensitive to certain types of errors in human motion

than in motion perceived as non-biological or inanimate.

6. Conclusions

This work examined the extent to which the animacy and

human-like nature of a character affects user sensitivity to er-

rors in ballistic motion, and the effect of displaying matched,

mismatched, or no preparatory motion for simple characters.

Our experiments demonstrated that user sensitivity to er-

rors in ballistic motion follows the same general linear pat-

tern for characters ranging between a human and a ball, sug-

gesting that it is not unreasonable to attempt to generalize

results and findings from one character type to another. Sub-

stantial care must be taken with such generalizations, how-

ever, as our experiments also demonstrated that for some

types of errors subjects tend to be more sensitive to motion

displayed on human characters than on rough human figures

or simple geometric objects. Whether or not preparatory mo-

tion matches ballistic motion appears to play a limited role

in this difference. As ballistic motion is substantially simpler

than general motion, due to the lack of ground contacts, this

result suggests animators may not need to aggressively ex-

tend edits in ballistic motion into the ground contact phases

before and after, potentially saving substantial effort.

Additionally, the low user sensitivity to increased gravity

in the case with hidden preparatory motion may indicate that

fast, smooth motions which are visible for only a short time

may not allow a user to fully evaluate their physical plau-

sibility, and hence may look acceptable even with substan-

tially larger errors. As rapid motion out of concealment is a

common scenario is applications such as real-time computer

games, we are interested in further exploring the extent to

which brief, unexpected, or partially-occluded motions may

be able to absorb higher levels of error for the same loss of

perceptual quality than slower, longer, and more expected

motions.

Finally, we note that the error types for which character

morphology made no difference to user sensitivity (added

velocity in the horizontal or vertical direction) are inher-

ently local changes to the motion; subject responses to the

post-study questionnaire suggested that these types of mo-

tions were typically detected by direct observation of their

effects (e.g., the character was “pushed”, or the motion was

jerky). By contrast, the errors for which user sensitivity dif-

fered significantly between the character types (increased

or decreased gravity) are global changes which extend over

a much wider duration of the underlying motion, and sub-
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ject responses suggested that these types of errors were typ-

ically detected by indirect observation (e.g., the character

“floated”, or travelled “too far”). Intuitively, we would ex-

pect a subject’s greater familiarity with human motion to

assist their detection when motions are detected indirectly

by their effect on the overall character of the motion, but to

have a more limited effect when errors are detected by di-

rect observation. We are interested in determining whether

this local/global split is an artifact of the particular errors we

tested, or whether it might apply more generally.
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